OTIS SIGNATURE SERVICE®

Signature
Service

Your Service
Partner

The Otis Difference

2 MILLION

units under contract

2 BILLION

passengers per day

200

countries and territories

30,000+

trained mechanics

Why choose Otis
As the world’s largest elevator and escalator service provider, Otis is
focused on keeping the world moving. Not only did we invent the safety
elevator, we revolutionised its care. It was Charles Otis who gave his
personal commitment to quality and customer service, handwriting our
first maintenance contract and signing his name to it in 1861.
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ENGINEERING EXPERTISE
Engineers are the lifeblood of our organization
and the face of Otis. To provide the best
possible service, we have over 400 engineers,
trained to a minimum of NVQ Level 3, and
located right across the UK. Furthermore,
through our apprentice scheme, we train
and develop a constant stream of engineers
who not only gain academic and Otis specific
product knowledge, but also invaluable
experience via the fully qualified engineers
whom they work closely with.

24/7 SUPPORT
Whether you have questions about contracts,
invoicing, maintenance, equipment or passenger
support, you can call or click to chat with a
service representative at any time.

SPARE PARTS SAME DAY UK SERVICE
With a vast 80,000 components catalogued
and 25,000 parts in stock, the Otis European
Parts Centre can dispatch within 24 hours.

Today, we’re doubling down on his promise of personalised service and
how we deliver it through our local service teams. We’re harnessing
emerging technologies and the Internet of Things to deliver the
personalised experience people know and want in today’s digital age. Our
teams are smarter, our customers are more informed and our equipment is
more efficient. At the same time, passengers enjoy the safety and comfort
we’ve been known for all these years. It’s modern intelligence to support a
legacy of personal touch.
“TO ASSUME THE ENTIRE CHARGE
& RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE CARE OF THE
HOISTING EQUIPMENT AND TO GIVE IT MY
FREQUENT PERSONAL EXAMINATION”

30+

years remote
elevator monitoring

SAFETY IS OUR NO1 PRIORITY
Safety is a core value at Otis and therefore
influences everything we do. Our safety
standards surpass industry guidelines, which is
why our incident levels are consistently lower
than the industry average. In addition, all our
engineers undertake regular training and are
consistently audited by third party organisations
to help ensure everyone’s safety.

Signature
Service
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Technology for efficiency
CONNECT, SUPPORT AND COMPLY
We have developed a range of digital tools to provide an unsurpassed service
for our customers. With this advanced technology, our engineers can monitor,
diagnose issues and potentially fix your equipment remotely. Ultimately
our technology will help predict issues, resulting in fewer service calls and
accelerated response time.

E SERVICE
eService is your Otis customer portal, accessible
anytime from your computer, tablet or mobile
device. Use it to manage your entire elevator,
escalator and moving walkway portfolio. It has
been designed to enable you to:
	Stay up-to-date with your elevator service
history and performance data
	Place a service call

SURVEY APP
The Survey App incorporates a number of
components, including the Fatality Prevention
App, (FPA) and the Otis Field Survey (OFS).
The Survey App is a tool used to audit our
own engineers, helping to ensure the highest
standards of safety and quality are consistently
achieved. It also allows our engineers to survey
your site effectively, highlighting any areas of
concern via photos and comments, allowing us
to manage your equipment more effectively.
TUNE APP
Through the Tune App our engineers can assess
ride quality, noise and vibration levels. The
app creates a diagnostic report that informs
mechanics of the potential root cause and
possible fixes.
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SERVICE APP
The Service App contains a full fault library.
Plus, engineers are able to record event logs,
take pictures and send any details via email.
These features mean they can react on the spot,
while working on your equipment, making the
service process more efficient.
SUPPORT APP
Our Support App connects our global network
of engineers, so it becomes an extremely
powerful tool to overcome any highly
challenging servicing projects. The app also
contains a technical library so engineers can
access a wealth of information immediately
while on site.

	Preview the latest upgrades available
	Book an appointment or contact Otis
REMOTE ELEVATOR MONITORING (REM)
REM monitors your lifts 24 hours a day, every
day of the year. This means that potential
problems are prevented or addressed quickly,
while safety remains uncompromised. REM can
also provide passengers a voice and data link
to the OTISLINE® Centre.

LOLER COMPLIANCE
Only Otis help ensure your lifts are fully
compliant by automatically generating work
orders on our engineer’s PDA from your Loler
Insurance Report. As they are in the work
schedule, it means any defects get addressed
within the necessary timescales. Furthermore,
once all the items have been closed out, you
will receive a full compliance report.
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Lift and escalator repairs
From time to time, your lift will require additional attention, outside of the service
contract. As you would expect, our engineers are fully trained to carry out any
lift repair work, cost effectively, ensuring your equipment is returned to full, safe
service as quickly as possible. Speak with one of our sales team who will be happy
to provide a quote and explain exactly what your options are.

Lift and escalator contract options
Otis offers various levels of service agreement, however each can be tailored to best suit your
particular requirements. For example, some of the elements you can consider are:
OUT OF HOURS SERVICE

TRAPPED PASSENGER RESPONSE TIME

INCLUSIVE OF MAJOR PARTS

INCLUSIVE OF BREAKDOWN ASSISTANCE LABOUR

INCLUSIVE OF MINOR PARTS

REMOTE ELEVATOR MONITORING

We have over 400 fully qualified and
highly trained engineers in the UK, so
you are in safe hands with any required
repair work. What sets Otis apart however
is that all our engineers across the globe
are connected via our unique service
app, so should an extremely challenging
situation arise with your equipment, we
have over 30,000 engineers globally who
could potentially offer help and advice in
a matter of minutes.

COMPARE OUR SERVICE OPTIONS

SERVICE

SOLUTION

SIGNATURE SERVICE

Programmed preventative maintenance

4

4

4

Real time electronic service visit report

4

4

4

eService Customer portal

4

4

4

Customer care centre

4

4

4

Remote Elevator Monitoring (REM®)

4

4

4

Trapped Passenger Response (within 1 hr)

£

4

4

Breakdown assistance labour (normal hours)

£

4

4

Breakdown assistance labour (24 hours/weekends)

£

£

4

Minor component cover

£

4

4

Major component cover

£

£

4

We realise that every building and business is
different, so speak with one of our sales team
about the right solution for you.
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To best serve our customer, repairs can
be carried out outside of normal working
hours in order to minimise disruption.

Some of the common repair
issues we address are:
Controllers

Drives and gears

Door operating systems

Hydraulic pumps and valves
Operating panels

Pushes and displays
Car interiors
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Modernisation

Otis brings experience and expertise as well as a full complement of innovative
solutions and cutting-edge technologies to customers who look to improve
performance and safety, whilst also reducing energy consumption.

You want your elevator to be as safe, efficient and appealing as possible. Modernization
brings you these key benefits when your system is starting to lose its shine and performance,
for significantly less than a new elevator.

MODERNIZATION
Passenger expectations
Elevator performance

time

POTENTIAL MODERNISATION PROJECT EXAMPLES
CLEAN ENERGY & EFFICIENCY
More efficient Regen Drives capture energy usually
wasted as heat and returns it to your building as clean
power. Up to 75% more efficient than conventional
systems, and up to 40% less energy than nonregenerative machine systems.

MAINTENANCE
& REPAIRS
SAFETY AND PEACE OF MIND
Our patented Pulse technology monitors our flat
coated-steel belts 24/7, providing advance notice of
belt wear by detecting the slightest weakness.

IMPROVED STOPPING ACCURACY
Modernisation of your lift will also improve stopping
accuracy, helping to improve passenger safety.

FREE UP VALUABLE SPACE
Our innovative gearless machines mean you no
longer have to have a machine room in your building,
freeing up valuable space.

REDUCE ON-GOING COSTS
Our unique flat belts are more efficient, and they last
up to 3 times longer than conventional steel cables,
saving your money in the long term.
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Otis keeps your world moving
At Otis we think it’s important to understand the requirements and challenges of each of the
sectors in which our equipment works. This enables us to tailor a service solution that perfectly
matches your needs. It also ensures that costs are focused in the most critical areas for your
specific sector, giving you the most value for your spend.

COMMERCIAL
Otis have extensive
experience in the commercial
sector, servicing thousands of
units right across the UK. We
understand that it’s not just
about getting passengers to
their destination efficiently,
but also creating the right
impression for potential
visitors and clients. Otis
can also tailor your service
contract to specifically suit
your commercial enterprise.

RESIDENTIAL
As residential lifts are used
throughout the day and
every day of the year, we
understand how important it
is to minimize downtime for
residents. In addition, our
vast network of engineers
means we can get to your
site quickly, should you
require.

It’s not just the quality of the engineers that have impressed
us with Otis, but the support the engineers get from the
Management Team. As a collective, they are providing us with
a really high level of service.
Aaron Osliff | Regional Service Manager, MITIE

PUBLIC
At Otis we appreciate that
the lifts and escalators in the
public sector can sometimes
get damaged, yet reliability
is of the utmost importance.
At the same time, cost is
likely to be a critical factor.
Due to this, we can tailor
your service agreement
to perfectly suit your
requirements.

Our engineer is a pleasure to work with, plus his knowledge of the
estate is extremely valuable to Liverpool ONE in helping to keep
the place running efficiently.
Martin Sutton, Technical Services Director,
Liverpool ONE

INDUSTRIAL
Within an industrial building
the timing of lift maintenance
is often critical. Otis can
provide engineers when
it suits you, in order to
minimise disruption. An
agreement incorporating
‘Major Parts’ covered can
also be a key benefit in this
particular sector to ensure all
costs are known upfront.

INFRASTRUCTURE
The world never stops
moving and neither does
Otis. We can offer service
solutions where engineers
are located on site 24/7,
meaning we can address any
issues within minutes.

LEISURE
Otis works with a number
of entertainment and sports
venues, where equipment
is used intensively over
relatively short periods.
In these situations our
advanced technology
enables us to gain feedback
on each of the units to help
ensure against any issues
when the equipment is called
into action.

We have been dealing with Otis for many, many years and have
always been impressed with the service received from them.
Calls are logged with professional operators, responses are
prompt and attended by competent and friendly engineers who
will always go the extra mile, which, is very often, due to the age
of my lifts. I would recommend Otis without hesitation.
Judith Evans, Facilities Manager, Allianz
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Otis Signature Service®
CONTACTS & COVERAGE
YOU CAN CONTACT US IN THE FOLLOWING WAYS:
Otisline logs the calls, which can be found in the online
customer portal, and recent activity which will appear in
the customer portal and mobile app.
OTISLINE
0800 181363

CUSTOMER
SERVICE
PORTAL

MOBILE
APP

Please ensure you have your contract number or
building ID to hand when you call us.

UK OFFICES:

GLASGOW
BELFAST

ABERDEEN
EDINBURGH
GATESHEAD
MANCHESTER
LEICESTER
BRISTOL
LONDON

All our branches, located throughout the UK, will
have sales representatives, admin teams and expert
engineers associated with them, plus a network of
regional and remote experts.
These employees are at the forefront of our services
and we put our people, and their customer relationships
at the centre of everything we do. By combining
our human and digital expertise we can deliver an
intelligent, personalised service that is local to your
business.

LIVERPOOL
BIRMINGHAM
CARDIFF

Design: limegreentangerine 8100

PLYMOUTH

www.otis.com/en/uk
Telephone: 0116 2011200

